The Bird Crossword
Use the bird book to help solve the puzzle

**Down**

1. Helps attract more birds to a yard
2. Cardinals have these types of feet to help grab onto branches
3. Spot these bright birds from spring to fall.
4. Dives at high speeds into water
5. Its long legs and long neck help it catch fish
6. Similar beak and feet as 5 but white in color
7. This is greatly improved with webbed feet
8. Favorite food of herons, egrets, and ospreys
9. Put this in your backyard to attract hummingbirds
10. Where birds with perching feet build nests
11. Arrives back in NYC in the spring eating insects from the ground
12. Has a unique flight pattern and a beak for drilling holes
13. They have beaks for cracking seeds and males stay bright all year round
14. Makes unusually shaped nests
15. The only type hummingbird in the northeast
16. Tools to see birds closely
17. It catches pigeons with its specialized feet
18. Find this bird using its webbed feet to swim in local ponds or lakes
19. The way hawks fly
20. Type of bird that uses its feet to hold onto the side of trees
21. Common bird mostly found running on the ground
22. The common yellowthroat has a beak made for eating these
23. Find this web-footed bird near the beach
24. Perches on branches to eat acorns
25. Birds often have specific beaks for cracking these open

**Across**

4. Dives at high speeds into water
7. This is greatly improved with webbed feet
8. Favorite food of herons, egrets, and ospreys
9. Put this in your backyard to attract hummingbirds
10. Where birds with perching feet build nests
11. Arrives back in NYC in the spring eating insects from the ground
12. Has a unique flight pattern and a beak for drilling holes
14. Makes unusually shaped nests
15. The only type hummingbird in the northeast
20. Type of bird that uses its feet to hold onto the side of trees
21. Common bird mostly found running on the ground
23. Find this web-footed bird near the beach
24. Perches on branches to eat acorns
25. Birds often have specific beaks for cracking these open